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rubber-hose cryptanalysis



access to a secure facility

in-person authentication

Goal: Passwords that cannot be revealed consciously.



human memory systems

  declarative         vs.       procedural

  procedural memory is "implicit"



rubber hose-resistant passwords

  teach the user a skill (in a game)

  authenticate by measuring the skill



guitar hero



our authentication game

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SdroQxaJeY


our authentication game



cost of training and authentication

                 training:  30-40 min

 
       authentication:  5-10 min 



designing the game

 Serial Interception Sequence Learning

    user trains with a sequence

    test: trained vs. unknown (% correct)

    also test explicitly



the key point

Users don't recognize their 
sequences in explicit tests.

"... When I played the tempo was so high it 
was incredibly difficult to keep a track of the 
circles. Most of the time my fingers moved by 
themselves, at least it felt that way. ..."



recognition experiment



sequences for authentication

uniform singe-character distribtion

uniform pair (bigram) distribution

6x5 = 30 characters in sequence



counting the number of sequences

●Euler cycles
●BEST theorem: 6^4 x 24^6
●~37.8 bits of entropy



skill acquisition and retention

immediate tests
skill acquisition

delayed tests
skill retention



feasibility of profiling subsequences

  skill expression (by fragment size) 
    minimal expression for trigrams

need to further evaluate impact of 
fragment-based attacks (sizes 4+)



reinventing psychology experiments

  Amazon Mechanical Turk

  large number of available subjects
    ~370 users in our experiments

  getting results in hours



experiment workflow

1 Accept HIT

code:



experiment workflow
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experiment workflow
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approval workflow

reconcile 1b results1a submissions

user: A code: 123983
user: B code: 340911
user: C code: 900321
user: D code: 691012
...........

code: 123983 r: 1H 2H..
code: 340911 r: 1W 2H..
code: 900321 r: 1M 2M..
code: 691012 r: 1W 2W..
...........
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abuse facts

we rejected ~5% of submissions

    random or empty receipt

    repetition of keys (automation?)

    large stretches without user activity



related work

Tamara Denning, Kevin D. Bowers, Marten van Dijk, Ari Juels
Exploring implicit memory for painless password 
recovery (CHI 2011)

Daphna Weinshall, Scott Kirkpartick
Passwords you'll never forget, but can't recall
(CHI 2004)

Keystroke timing work since the 1970s
Mouse movement analysis



summary

implement challenge-response
  (provides eavesdropping resistance)

speed up authentication (EEG data?)

passwords that cannot be extracted
   (and can be changed!)

future work



http://seclab.stanford.edu/
hristo@cs.stanford.edu

or just google us... :-)


